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The variety of young stellar systems
Classical：Open cluster or (OB) Association

Usually, bound or unbound

Recent：Embedded cluster, Young massive cluster (Super star cluster, Starburst 
cluster), Leaky cluster (OB association?)

The term ‘open cluster’ includes EC, YMC, and LC.

What makes a difference?

Open cluster：Pleiades

Classical open cluster
Mostly<100Myr
100～1000Msun
A few pc
Low density

Embedded cluster
Embedded in gas
a few Myr
~100Msun
<1pc

Embedded
cluster:
Trapezium in
ONC

Young massive cluster
a few ~ 10 Myr
Massive: 104 Msun
Dense：104Msun/pc-3

Mini globular cluster

YMC: NGC3603

Leaky cluster (Association):
Ori 1a, b, c

Leaky cluster
Massive:104Msun
10～20pc
Less dense
= OB Association?



Mass-Radius diagram of observed clusters

The location in this diagram characterizes each type of clusters

Association

Young Massive ClusterTypical open cluster
Embedded cluster Note: The definition and 

method to determine the mass 
and size are not unique. 
Therefore, the same cluster 
sometimes has different values 
in different catalogs. 

Open cluster

Embedded
cluster

Association

YMC



Questions

What are the initial conditions that will lead to massive and 
not-so-massive cluster or association formation? 

Which physical properties determine the mode of star cluster 
formation? 



Bonnell et al. 
(2011)

Allison et al. (2010)

Fractal initial condition

Previous simulations of star cluster formation

N-body simulations
Spherical, equilibrium

Recent: Cold, fractal

More realistic initial condition?
Collapsing molecular clouds with filamentary structures

Velocity distribution

Hydrodynamical simulations with star formation
The total mass is limited due to the calculation cots

Star formation requires 10-4Msun resolution

There is no simulation for young massive clusters 
(~104-5M☉)

We aim:
Larger (more stars) than hydrodynamical simulations 

Initial conditions more realistic than previous N-body 
simulations



Our method

Step1: Perform smoothed-particle 
hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations of turbulent 
molecular clouds for a free-fall time (until 
clumpy structures form)

Step2: Replace gas particles to stars assuming 
a star formation efficiency depending on the 
local density and remove all residual gas 
particles

Step3: Perform N-body simulations up to 10 
Myr

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

Similar to Moeckel & Bate (2010)



SPH simulation
Code: Fi in AMUSE

mgas = 1Msun

Gravitational softening = 0.1 pc
Nneighbor = 64
Resolution: ~100Msun, ~0.5 pc

Homogeneous sphere
|Ep| = Ek

Density 100, 10, 1 Msun pc-3

Mcloud = 104, 105, 4x105, 106 Msun

Isothermal: T=30K
Turbulence: k=-3, -4

We change the mass and density 
as parameters.



From gas particles to star particles

Star formation efficiency
Star formation efficiency per 

free-fall time is constant 
(Krumholz et al. 2012)

α=0.02

The resulting SFE~0.05—0.1,
but ~0.3 for dense region

We allowed SFE>0.5 for dense region

Stellar mass function: Salpeter MF 0.3—100Msun

Randomly assigned

Stellar mass is independent from the local density

Maximum total stellar mass: ~105Msun

Much larger than typical cluster formation sims. (~1000Msun)

Krumholz
et al. 2012



N-body simulation
6th-order Hermite scheme (without gravitational softening)

Cray XC30 (ATERUI) at CfCA, NAOJ



Clump finding
Detect clusters from snapshots at 2 and 10 Myr

HOP (Eisenstein and Hut 1998) in AMUSE
A grouping method using densities



Our ICs

The relation between the ICs and results

Only dense massive molecular clouds can form YMC-like clusters

Molecular clouds following Larson’s law (assuming virialization) form only open clusters and 
embedded clusters

■ Obs.

OC, EC YMC



Formation of associations 
They are observed as a bunch of 
embedded clusters when they 
form.

Such small clumps dynamically 
evolve within a few Myr and 
become less dense. The system 
loses the clumpy structure.

The entire system is observed as 
an association.

Observation

2Myr

10Myr

Low density and massive clouds



Relation between ICs 
and formed clusters

Dense massive molecular clouds 
typical in starburst galaxies 
-> young massive clusters

Massive but less dense molecular 
clouds expected to be typical in local 
disk galaxies 
-> associations (but in very early stage, 
they are a bunch of small (embedded) 
clusters)

Dense but less massive molecular 
clouds observed in the Milky Way -> 
embedded clusters and classical open 
clusters

GMC mass and density from 
Krumholz et al. (2012)

YMCOpen cluster

Embedded
cluster

Association

■Our initial conditions
◦ But, YMCs exist in the MW, but rare. 

◦ There must be an events to form dense massive 
cloud. Cloud-cloud collision?



Summary (star clusters)

We perform SPH simulations of turbulent molecular clouds, and switch to N-
body simulations assuming a density dependent star formation efficiency

More realistic as N-body simulations

More stars as star cluster formation simulations

The mass and density variations of molecular clouds result in the various types 
of star clusters

GMC typical in starburst galaxies (dense, massive) 
-> young massive clusters

GMCs typical in the MW (follows Larson’s relation)
-> open clusters and associations

But, YMCs exist in the MW

Cloud-cloud collisions might form dense massive molecular clouds

Associations (leaky clusters) formed as clumpy systems (a bunch of embedded 
clusters), but lost their substructures
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